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. C.J\ ..., 3 ENVIAONMENTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
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Post Office Box E
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

December 5,1980

Ms. Leta Brown
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail sto,p NL 5650
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Leta:

As we discussed on the telephone, I have several comments on
the draft " Proposed Revision to Regulatory Guide 1.23, Meteorological
Programs in Support of Nuclear Power Plants."

(1) Section 2 (siting of instruments), p.6, lines 7-10.
I believe the guidance on location of instruments relative to the
large structures typically found at a nuclear power plant needs to
be more explicit. Consider lines 7-10, which say that flow obstacles
should be lower than the height of measurement out to a distance of
ten measuring heights. This is not always adequate to insure that
the instruments are in a flow uninfluenced by strong wake effects.
For example, according to the guide, there should be no obstructions

'

higher than 10 m within 100 m of the met. tower if the instruments
at the 10 m level are properly exposed. Suppose however, there is a
block-like structure 50 m high and 150 m wide located 150 m upwind of
the tower. The recirculating wake cavity of this structure will extend
about 150 m from its lee face (eg, Hosker, 1980), so that the wind
instruments at 10 m height, although they are situated according to
the guide, are actually within a region of strong building wake in-
fluence. In particular, the instruments would probably indicate a
much greater degree of wind fluctuation than actually exists in the
atmosphere. Estimates of plume dilution made using the indicated
value of a w uld probably not be at all conservative in this
situation.0

(2) Section 2 (siting of instruments), p. 7, para.3, lines 1-4,

and para. 4, lines 3-5.
At any coastal site, it would be extremely useful to have a local
climatology of the marine inversion layer depth, since it forms a
" lid" for vertical dispersion. The guide is somewhat vague on how
many measurements should be utilized in selecting the tower site
within this layer. I feel that a year's worth of data from, say,
an acoustic sounder would fill the dual role of providing adequate
data to locate the tower, and sufficient information to make
reasonable estimates of available mixing depth under a variety of
weather conditions. Furthermore, we should probably have the
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capability of performing direct inversion layer height measurements
during emergency situations. Again, an acoustic sounder located
at the site would fulfill this need. A similar situation exists in
valleys, where an inversion developing at roughly the height of the
surrounding hills or ridges will put a " lid" on the " box", producing

,

high concentrations. A direct measurement capability again appears
to be needed.

(3) Section 3 (data recorders), p.8, para. 2, lines 5-7.
It was not clear to me whether the displays at the nearsite

'

emergency facility would include important data such as 0 and AT.0
These wocid be essential for quick estimates of plume dispersion
parameters for concentration modeling during emergencies. If the
backup system is in use, estimates of a could be made from the

0
width of the wind direction chart trace. In any event, some
indication of these important variables should be provided at
the remote sites as well as in the reactor control room.

(4) Section 4 (system accuracy), p.9, para.2, wind direction.
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has recently
developed a standard method for testing wind vanes (copy attached);
balloting on member acceptance of the method is now underway. This
standard method, like most ASTM standards, will most likely eventually
be adopted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and
will probably become the generally accepted test procedure for
evaluating wind vsne performance. My point in mentioning this is
that the ASTM and proposed NRC techniques vary in one important
particular -- namely, the value of the initial deflection angle 0,
used for determining damping ratio and delay distance. The ASTM
method prescribes 0 = 10*, in agreement with Mazzarella's
(1972) recommendati8n and National Weather Service s'pecifications.
Wieringa (1967) says that vane tests should always be conducted
with 0 < 15 , because the apparent damping ratio is incorrect
for laEger initial values. In view of these comments, and

recognizing that many manufacturers already test their vanes
with 0 = 10*, I see no reason not to bring the NRC proposed
guide Ento agreement with the ASTM method. The damping ratio
and delay distance are pretty much independent of 0 for values
less than 15*, so the specified values for these paEameters should
remain unchanged. One obvious advantage of adopting the ASTM
recommendation is that a complete and detailed method is then
available for uniform testing of direction vanes, and could be

specified by the NRC.

(5) Section 4 (system accuracy), g.9, para.2, wind speed.
No distance constant is specified for the anemometer. Is this

an oversight? For good matching of wind speed and direction
sensors, MacCready and Jex (1964) recommend that the anemometer's
distance constant be equal to the vane's delay distance.
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If you have any questions about these comments and remarks,
please call (FIS 626-1248). Please keep me posted on the progress

'

of the proposed revision.

Best regards.

S ly your ,;

p

R. Hosker, Jr.4

General Physical Scientist
Atmospheric Turbulence and

Diffusion Laboratory

i : Enclosure: ASTM vane standard

i RPH:ohp
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STANDARD. METHOD .?OR DETERMINING

THE DYNAMIC PER.rORMANCE O.? A WIND VANE

1. Scoce

1.1 This method covers the determination of the
Starting Threshold

Delay Distance
.

Ove r s hoot

Dynamic Vane Bias

of a wind vane f cm direct measurement in t wind tunnel for
wind vane s having measurable ove rshoot.

1. 2 This method provides for determination of the performance

of the wind vane and its transducer in wind tunnel How.
Transference of values determined by these methods

to atmospheric flow must be done with an unde rstanding

that there is a diffe rence between the two How systems.

2. .Acolicable Documents

D 1356 Definitions of Terms Relating to Atmospheric
Sampling Analysis

E 380 Metric Practice Guide

3. Summarv of Method

3.1 This method requires a wind tunnel described in Section 6,

Apparatus.

3. 2 Wind Direction ( s, degrees) is measured as the angular
position of the vane with respect to some index (real or

1
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imaginary) position on the sensor assembly. Initial dis-

placement of 10 degrees must be within = 1 degree.

3.3 Starting Thre shold (Se , m/s) is dete rmined by measuring

the lowe st speed at which a vane released from a position

10 degrees off the wind tunnel centerline move s to within

five degree s of the cente rline. A e sts must include initial

displace ments to each side of the centerline.

3. 4 Delay Distance (D, m) may be measured at a number

of wind speeds but must include 5 m/s, and 10 m/s.

A measurement is made of the time recuired for the vane
to reach 50 percent of the initial displacement from 10 d

7 de grees off wind tunnei cente rline reIease. This time in
'( se conds (s) is conve rted to the Delay Distance by multi- ,

plying by the tunnel wind speed in metres per second.
Tests must include displacements to each side c{ the

ce nte rline.
,

|

3.5 Ove r shoot ( G) may be measured at the same time as the

Delay Distance. The maximum angular excursion on the
|

opposite side of the at-rest position from the initial 10
de grees off wind tunnel centerline displacement is

i
measured. This value is divided by the initial displace-

ment to obtain the ratio G.

3.6 Dynamic Vane Bias ( 9, ) is the maximum d;splacement

of the vane from the undisturbed flow direction at the

| center of the wind tunnel (typically the wind tunnel center-

line) caused by the free response of the vane to the tunnel

2
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How at all speeds above three time s the vane Starting

T hre shold. This measurement will identify wind vanes

with unbalanced aerodynamic re sponse because of

|1*! .damage (bent tail) or de sign. is must be 8

4. Significance and Use

This method will provide a standard for comparison of wind

vane s of diffe rent types. Specifications by regulatory

agencies (1-4) and industrial societie s have speciEed per-
formance values. This standard provide s an unambiguous

method for measuring Starting Threshold, Delay Distance,

Overshoot and Dynamic Vane 3ias.

5. T e rminologv

5.1 Dennitions*

delay distance (D)-- the distance the dir flows past

a wind vane during the time it takes the 5ane to

return to 50 percent of the initial displacement
ove r shoot (C)--the ratio of the amplitudes of two

successive denections of a wind vane as it
oscillates about the equilibrium position

.

after release from an offset position, as

expre ssed by the equation

6
(n ' 1)g_-

S
n

where 9 and 9(n . 1) are the amplitudes ofn

the a and n + 1 deflections, respectively.

Because all denections after the Erst to ths
side opposite the release point are small, the

3
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initial release point (i. e. , the n = ze ro

deflection) and the first deflection after
release (n = 1) are used in pz actice in

dete rmining ove r shoot.

starting threshold--the lowe st wind speed at which a

vane will turn to within five degree s of Ss from

an initial displacement of 10 degrees.

5.2 Calculated or Istimated Values

damping ratio (7)--the damping ratio is calculated from

the overshoot ratio ( 3 ) (5).

in 1
"U=

!1n 1:T * +
( C/ .

damped natural wavelength ( A )--at sea level in the U.S.d

Standard Atmosphere, damped natural wavelength

is related to delay distance (D) and damping ratio

(71) by the empirical expression (5)

D (6. 0 - 2. 4 U ).

Ad= aq 1, n

6. A aca ratus

6.1 Wind Tunnel (6)

6.1.1 Size. The wind tunnel must be large enough so

that the projected area of the sensor and vane in its

displaced position is le ss than 5 percent of the

tunnel cros s sectional area.

4
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6.1. 2 Calibration. The mean flow rate must be verified
at the mandatory speeds by use of transfer standards

which have been calibrated at the National Bureau

of Standards or by a fundamental physical method.

Speeds below 2 m/s for thre shold determination

must be verified by some other technique, such as

smoke puffs or heat puffs.

6. 2 Measuring System

6. 2.1 Dire ction. The resolution of the wind vane trans-

duce r li e.:.ts the measurement. The resolution of

the measuring or recording system must represent
the 10 degree displacement on each side of the wind

tunnel centerline with a re solution of 0. 2 degrees.

The accuracy of the position (resistance for ex-

ample) to output conve rs' ion must be within e 0.1
.

de gr ee .

6.2.2 Time. The resolution of time must be consistent
with the distance accuracy required. For this

reason, the time resolution may be changed as

the wind tunnel speed is changed. If one wants

a distance constant measurement to 0. I metre

re solution one must have a time re solution of

0. 05 se conds at 2 m/s and O.01 seconds at
10 m/s. If time accuracy is based on 60 Hs

power frequency it will be at least an order of

magnitude better than the resolution sugge sted
.

above.

6.3 T e chnique s . One simple :echnique is to use a fast-

re sponse recorder (flat to 40-60 Hs or bette r) with

5
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enough gain so that a vane can be oriented in the wind

tunnel with the tunnel centerline direction represented

at mid scale on the recorder and = 10 degrees of

vane displacement providing ze ro and full scale on the

recorder. If the recorder has a fast chart speed of
10 to 50 mm/sec or more, one can record the vane

pe rformance and extract the data properly. Care

' must be taken to avoid electronic circuits with time

constants which limit the apparent vane performance.

Digital recording systems and appropriate reduction

programs will also be satisfactory if the sampling rate

is at least 100 per second.

An ni tape recorde r may be used for the signal. Whe n

. played back at lower speed a slow analog strip chart

re corde r i's acceptable. Oscilloscope s with memory and

hard copy capabilitf may also be used.

7. Sameling

7.1 Starting Thre shold. Ten consecutive tests at the same
*

speed meeting the method requirement, five in each
direction off the wind tunnel centerline, are required

for a valid starting threshold measurement.

7. 2 Delay Distance and Overshoot. The arithmetic mean of
ten tests, five in each direction off the wind tunnel center-

line, is required for a valid measurement at each speed.

The results of the measurements at two or more sneeds

should be ave raged to a single value for delay distance

and a single ratio for ove rshoot.

|
:
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8. P rocedu re

8.1 Starting Thre shold

8. 1. 1 Provide a mechanical method for holding and

releasing the vane at 10 degree s from O s.

Test'the relea se me chanism with the wind

tunnel off to verify that the release method

move s the vane by less than O. 5 de gree s when

activated. The release device must not move in

the direction the vane will move when released.

8.1. 2 Set the wind tunnel to a speed which you expect

will be lower than the starting thre shold. Dis-

place the vane 10 degrees and release by the

procedure described in 8.1.1. Obse rve where
.

the vane stops. . Adjust the speed until the vane.

Gconsistently stops within five de grees of a.

8,1. 3 Using this speed record five consecutive samples

to one side of the ce'nte cline' followed by five
|

samples to the other side.

8.1. 4 If all ten samples resulted in the vane coming to

re st within five degrees of 9 , the wind speed

may be used as the sta ting threshcld in accord-
ance with this method. The average of the absolute

9 , on each side should beangular displacement, 3

calculated. The higher of the two is the accuracy
|

at the thre shold speed. For example, if the aver-

age displacement is two degrees from 9a the

accuracy of the wind vane at threshold is specified

as two degree s. To match the accuracy at starting

(
.. .
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threshold to the accuracy of the vane measurement

at higher speeds, find the starting speed where the

accuracy at starting thre shold equals the wind vane

measurement accuracy.

8. 2 Delay Distance

8. 2.1 Set the wind tunnel speed to 2 m/s. Displace the

vane 10 de grees and release by method in 8.1.1.

Take four more samples in the same direction and

five sample s in the opposite direction.

S. 2. 2 Repeat procedure of S.2. i using 5 and 10 m/ s.

8. 2. 3 Measure the time f cm release to cro ssing five

degrees (or 50 percent of the actual release dis-

placement at a nominal 10 degrees) for each of the

samples (10 at each speed). Conve rt each of the se

times to a distance by multiplying by the tunnel speed.

Average the distances to arrive at the delay distance.

8. 3 Overshoot .

.

8. 3.1 Read the maximum ove shoot from the data re-

| corded for 8. 2 above. Convert each of the
t
' samples to a ratio by dividing the overshoot by

| the diffe rence between initial displacement and
i

the equilibrium dire etion. Average the ratiosI

to arrive at the overshoot.

9. Precision and Accuraev

9.1 P re cision. Using this equipment and procedure, an

estimate of the precision of the method follows.

|

8
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9. 1. 1 Starting Thre shold. The precision of the speed

reported as the thre shold relate s to the wind

tunnel used for this method. A precision of the

average of the angular displacement from 9,

is the same as the precision for measuring the

position of the direction vane. The apparatus

prescribed will provide a precision of 0.2

de gree s. A precisica of one degree is required..

9.1. 2 Delay Distance
. .

The precision by this method is 0. I metre.

9.1. 3 Overshoot

The precision by this method is 0. 02.

9. 2 Accuracy

9. 2.1 Starting Thre shold. The accuracy of the wind

tunnel is the accuracy of this method. An

accuracy of 0.1, m/s is required. This must be
,

documented at the wind tunnel facility and be re-

lated to measurements at National Bureau of

5tandards by National Bureau of Standards report

on the transfer standard which will carry the

same accuracy limit. Documentation of other

I methods is required. The accuracy of the angle

measurement will be 0.5 degrees for this method.

9.2.2 Delay Distance
;

l

! The accuracy of this method is 0. I metre.

9.2.3 Overshoot

The accuracy of this method is 0. 05.

9
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